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“

It does not matter
what you’ve been
through… it’s
about the outlook
you have on your
future life ”
- Mr. Gopi Jayanthinathan, 2020
Finding True North Episode 11

Profile | Gopi is a British Tamil who studied History at University of Exeter and EWHA South Korea University. Having experienced
internships at Procter & Gamble (P&G) and Barclays, Gopi completed the graduate scheme at Barclays and is now a Partnerships and
Business Development Assistant Vice President (AVP) at the bank. In his spare time, he writes for Tamil Guardian (TG) which is a human
rights paper and loves to explore the world – recently doing his first solo trip!
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MY BACKSTORY

SRI LANKAN CIVIL WAR

MUM

DAD

Gopi begins his backstory covering how his family was affected by the Sri Lankan Civil War. Additionally, how his family life in
the UK was shaped by that history. Growing up in inner city London, with a childhood emotionally heavier than some, Gopi
had to develop compassion, vision, resilience, vulnerability, and thick skin from a young age. His motivation to change his
circumstance – was to make his mother proud. To do this, he and his sister focused on their education to elevate their
environment and future for the whole family.
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MY BACKSTORY

MUM AND DAD

INSPIRATIONAL SISTER

Gopi has had two fathers who brought lessons, a mother who he champions, and a sister as inspiration. He dedicated the success he has
so far and the success he is yet to have to those he has around him and anyone who helps – peers, colleagues, and acquaintances he
admires. He says to make most of your education, as education gets you to places beyond what your family can give you.
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PIVOTAL MOMENT

“

Don’t Worry Be Happy

”

Lyrics taken by the titled song by Bobby McFerrin / Often said by my Dad
Gopi admits that he can get stressed. Yet, by keeping things in perspective with this above phrase it reminds him of how
lucky he is and where he is presently. It also reminds him that he will be happy by giving his best effort at everything he
does, even if he is not the best. So he can never feel he could have done more.
Gopi recommends such mindset to others – in any form of education – don’t worry, be happy, and put the work in to
make the difference.
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MY VISION

“

At your deathbed you don't look back at the
things that you did. You lament the things
that you didn't do.

”
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MY FUTURE AMBITIONS
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

PUBLIC POLICY
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3 TAKEAWAYS

1

EXPLORE

2

AIM HIGH

3

DON’T WORRY BE HAPPY
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Q&A
Gopi asked…

Gopi was additionally asked…
Question: What do you recommend to build a resilience attitude/mindset? Any books, podcasts or
thought process that you use?
Gopi’s answer: I have really found during my setbacks, putting the difficulties you are facing into perspective
has been key. You may feel the world is ending when the job you applied for didn’t materialise or when you
didn’t get the grade you hope for. But poverty statistics by the World Bank really hit home the privileged
position I, and many of us, are in. For example, almost half of the world’s population live on less than £4.39 a
day. That’s £1,602.35 for the whole year. We are privileged. Appreciate what you have. The struggles we are
facing on a daily basis really are insignificant compared to those billions others face.
Another method I have used that has really helped build an attitude of resilience is getting a journal to write
in at times I feel really down or stressed. Actually, writing down on paper has really helped me clarify what
exactly is getting me down. Then challenging how likely this issue is to happen and evaluating its true
importance in my life has helped immensely in dissipating these pressures. The journal has truly been a
godsend, a safe space for you to take time out for yourself on yourself.
Question: What’s your advice on seeking and finding opportunities? For example, how did you find the
Tamil Guardian opportunity?
Gopi’s answer: Study your network, make a list of people who are linked to the area you are interested in.
This can be family, work colleagues, friends and friends of friends. Their network is your network.
Organisations you were part of like university alumni, colleges or just a simple LinkedIn search can all lead
you to get an insight from someone working in the field of interest. Job recruiters are also gold dust if you
want a role in a specific sector.
From personal preference, if I’m seeking an opportunity like work experience or a recommendation for a job
role, I would look to build a rapport with the person first, so they are invested in helping me and then ask for
the opportunity I’m looking for. A big must before meeting the person is to do your research. Study their
LinkedIn, draft questions and go in with enthusiasm, as this person is taking time out of their day to speak to
you.
When looking back at how I got my role as a journalist for the Tamil Guardian. I realised it was my initiative
which led to me being offered a role there. I had seen their Instagram and simply messaged them if there
were any opportunities going. They invited me to a weekly reading group, where I got to know the members
and from there organically the editor-in-chief approached me. People often say opportunities can come about
through luck. But I say (however cheesy it is), you make your luck!
Want more Q&A? Watch Gopi’s Finding True North episode here.
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The Tech Allies Network immensely thanks

Gopi Jayanthinathan

for being a guest on Finding True North!
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